
Your sample – analyzed with 
accuracy, privacy and support

PFAS testing 
and analysis

Facing tougher water regulations? 
We provide the fast, accurate 
analysis you need.



PFAS  
testing and management
✔ Accurate
✔ Fast
✔ Customizable
✔ Consultive

With Claros Technologies, you don’t need to live with 
“forever chemicals” forever. A growing number of states 
are already regulating PFAS in anticipation of federal 
standards and regulations. Claros Technologies can help 
you stay ahead with the testing, data, and planning  
you need. 

Claros is a different kind of partner, offering highly 
customized services, risk analysis, fast turnaround, and 
responsive consultation.

Consider us part of your engineering team:

■  Testing — We can provide quantitative results (parts per trillion) for 
all 40 regulated PFAS compounds* and qualitative results for 9,000+ 
other compounds 

■  Analyzing — We interpret the technical reports, so you fully 
understand the implications for your facility

■  Regulatory briefings — We provide real-time updates of state  
and federal PFAS-related actions and regulations and how they 
impact you

■  Consulting — We develop and provide the analytical method for 
your specific needs. Then we help you determine next steps, from 
ongoing monitoring to PFAS capture and destruction

*As of March 2022
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Our service doesn’t stop after you get 
your results. Ask about our revolutionary 

PFAS capture and destruction.



Why choose Claros Technologies? 
■  We are right-sized for customization. We are not too big — and that’s by 

design. We provide a comprehensive suite of services and the highest quality 
client care, allowing us to provide you with highly customized solutions. 

■  We are responsive. We promise fast sample turnaround of 5-10 business 
days, and we have the capacity for 24-hour rapid response. However, we don’t 
stop with testing. We believe ongoing relationships are the key to successful 
monitoring and mitigation. Your account manager will be highly accessible and 
knowledgeable, so all your questions are answered and all your needs are met.

■  We respect your confidentiality. We don’t share your test results with 
anyone else, so you can feel secure and in control of your reporting.

■  We are an innovative environmental leader. We have developed 
ClaroSafe™, a sustainable closed system that safely and effectively captures and 
destroys PFAS in an environmentally responsible way.

■  We offer Total Organic Fluorine (TOF) testing. This new technology,  
when combined with targeted PFAS tests, will give you a powerful data set you 
cannot find anywhere else.

We are conducting field tests of our revolutionary 
technology that filters, captures, concentrates, and destroys 
PFAS. ClaroSafe PFAS delivers sustainable ways to clean 
water. That’s good for your business and the environment.

Understanding the PFAS problem 

Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), sometimes 
called “forever chemicals,” are widely used chemicals 
that do not break down naturally. 

PFAS are found in people, water, air, fish, plants, and soil 
all over the world.

Studies have shown that exposure to PFAS is linked to 
severe health effects in humans and animals.

Twelve states have moved ahead of federal mandates 
to regulate PFAS in wastewater and prohibit disposal by 
incineration or landfill.

Currently, disposal and filtration solutions are limited and 
simply redistribute the chemicals rather than destroying 
them.

Meet our Analytics Lab Director, 
Dr. Beryl Xia (University of 
California, Berkeley). Beryl joins 
us from the Stanford Mass 
Spectrometry Center, bringing 
the highest levels of technical 
knowledge and lab experience 
to Claros and our partners.

Our team is the difference

We are proven, having tested 
thousands of samples.



“We solve problems without creating new ones.” 
– Dr. Abdennour Abbas, co-founder and chief technology officer of Claros Technologies

The following three 
values serve as our 
foundation:
•  Social responsibility. 

We strive to ensure our 
operations enhance the 
well-being of our partners, 
our customers and the global 
community. 

•  Environmental 
responsibility. We build 
technologies and products 
that preserve and restore the 
health of natural resources.

•  Innovation. We provide 
cutting-edge materials and 
processes that solve complex 
human problems without 
harming the environment.  

About Claros Technologies 
Claros Technologies understands that air, water, and other natural 
resources are limited and irreplaceable. Our mission is to use 
the latest advancements in science and engineering to develop 
solutions that enable sustainable use, recovery, and reuse of 
natural resources.

The Claros vision has attracted a brilliant team who believe that 
innovation and mission-driven commerce can help solve some  
of the world’s most challenging problems.  

Our rapidly growing portfolio of products and processes always 
aligns with our core values.

ClaroSafe™  captures and detoxifies harmful water pollutants, allowing the 
scrubbed water to be safely re-introduced to the environment. 
Come to us for a variety of solutions: ClaroSafe™ PFAS, 
ClaroSafe™ Hg, ClaroSafe™ Heavy Metals, ClaroSafe™ Custom

ZioShield™  permeates textiles with antiviral, antibacterial and  
antifungal properties 

ZioRay™       embeds textiles with strong, eco-friendly lasting UV-resistant 
properties

ZioFresh™    embeds textiles with strong, eco-friendly lasting odor-resistant 
and moisture-wicking properties

Our Partners

Claros Technologies Inc.

Corporate Office and Labs:
1600 Broadway St NE., Suite 100
Minneapolis, MN  55413, USA

Phone: +1 (612) 564-7050
Email: sales@clarostech.com

www.clarostech.com
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